Review – Blue Jasmine

Good – 29
•

•
•

I did not see this film last night but on a flight to Dubai in
December! However I would like to record my thoughts, I enjoyed
the film and thought it was good, very well acted by Cate Blanchett
and a clever portrayal of how wrong things can get and how some
deal with it!
Very Good, acting superb from all
Feared there was going to be a 'Hollywood ending' - there
wasn't, but very sad, I fear the ocean awaits.
I would like to award it an "excellent". I was unable to think

Indifferent – 8
•

•

It made me laugh and
the acting was
generally very good,
but I didn’t have any
sympathy with any of
the characters.
A dull script, stock
characters, weak
storyline, no wit or
style, certainly no

Bad – 2
•
•

Boring, shallow –
etc etc! Waste of
time.
Sorry but BAD;
the critics gave it
such a good write
up, I should have
known!

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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•
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properly last night, but the actual film was done so wonderfully.
And then the issues it raised....... It's not a film to forget.
Woody Allen was probably basing the story on "A Streetcar
Named Desire" but with his own twist. It is hard to be sympathetic
to a self obsessed main character but you couldn't help feeling for
her as she collapses at the end.
A wonderful performance from Cate Blanchett along with Woody
Allen's glorious soundtrack. 10/10
Thoroughly enjoyable (shades of A Street Car Named Desire).
OUTSTANDING
Gosh, what a thought provoking film. The three of us think we
enjoyed it, although we're still digesting the issues it raised. Cate
Blanchett was scarily believable in all of the facets of the main
character, whilst the rest of the cast were all good too. Overall
amazing, but I don't think I'd want to see it again!
This was the second time I had seen the film and I appreciated it
much more this time. Some great lines, really good music and
fantastic acting.
Glad he left us to wonder what happened next!
I enjoyed the film, it was good fun.
Enjoyed the film very much, really well acted, didn't realize Cate
Blanchett was such a good actress. Such an unpleasant part to
play.
I can appreciate the quality of the film although I really struggled to
find even one sympathetic character.
I thought the film was good, although my friend was disappointed
in it because she felt it didn't really go anywhere. I thought it was
quite a good portrayal of the way people can ruin their lives and
yet learn nothing from it. Thought there were some really strong
performances in it.
Blue Jasmine - the product of a highly-strung miserablist, but a

•

comedy - and this is
a Woody Allen film?!
The inevitable
comparisons with
'Streetcar Named
Desire' just serve to
show how shallow a
piece of work this is.
Only Cate Blanchett's
superb performance
rescues this film from
bad to indifferent.
Thanks anyway for
arranging the
showing.
One of the few films I
didn't find myself
thinking about the
next day.

•

•
•
•
•
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good film, hitting lots of targets. CB's acting was brilliant. The way
she was able to transform her beautiful face into one of confused,
ageing sorrow was brilliant.
A pretty name for an unlovely character but superbly acted by
2014 Oscar nominee Cate Blanchett. Come to that, none of the
characters endeared themselves and the film needed its lighter
moments - indeed, we could have done with more to relieve the
domestic noise and aggro. No wonder BJ went full circle and was
fast heading for self-destruction again. Well acted throughout with
the exception of the one-dimensional diplomat.
Good because of the excellent acting. Cate Blanchett has received
all the praise but I think Sally Hawkins as Ginger deserved more
praise.
We thought it Good if not excellent as a film. We did not like any of
the characters!
Excellent film. Thank you.
Thoroughly enjoyed it ; good fun but with pathos to the ending.
It shows how men can destroy women’s’ lives, and you don’t know
from one moment to the next what life will bring. The film
highlighted you need to be civil to people as you don’t know when
you need them! Great promo for San Francisco.

